



Saharan Sand and Dust Storms and Neonatal 
Mortality: Evidence from Burkina Faso 
 
 
A B S T R A C T 
West African populations are exposed to the longest and harshest dust storms on the planet, the 
Saharan sand and dust storms (SDS). Nonetheless, little is known about the effects of the severe 
storms on early-life health in West Africa. This study investigated the association of the risk of 
neonatal mortality, an indicator of the population’s early-life health, with potential prenatal and 
neonatal exposure to the Saharan SDS. Data on 30,552 under-five children from Burkina Faso’s 1993, 
2003, and 2010 demographic and health surveys were matched to the particulate matters (PM) and 
terrestrial air temperature and precipitation forecasts. Exposure to dust events was measured by the 
number of days with average PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations above a series of threshold. Intensity-
dependent patterns of associations between neonatal mortality and both prenatal and birth month 
exposure to dust events were identified. There was no association if average daily PM10 and PM2.5 
levels were less than 60 and 30 μg/m3, respectively. However, strong associations, which increase 
almost linearly with the intensity of exposure, were identified when daily PM10 and PM2.5 levels 
ranged between 70–150 and 40–70 μg/m3, respectively. At the higher PM levels, the association for 
the gestation period decreased, but that for the birth month remained mostly unresponsive to changes 
in the PM levels. Larger associations were identified when siblings were compared.  
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Every year from around late November to mid-March, the dry northeasterly trade wind 
blows over the Sahara Desert and carries millions of tons of sand and dust over West 
African countries and creates the longest and harshest sand and dust storms (SDS) on 
the planet. For days, the dust concentration in some areas exceeds several multiples of 
the maximum levels recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO 2006; 
Goudie 2014). The SDS elevate the concentration of particulate matters (PM) to 
extreme levels and can severely damage human health, especially in early life.      
Exposure to PM can cause neonatal mortality either through poor birth outcomes 
because of mother’s exposure (Dadvand et al. 2013; Ritz et al. 2000; Šrám et al. 2005) 
or through increased the risks of respiratory and cardiovascular disorders in neonates 
(Al-Hamoud et al. 2018; Šrám et al. 2005). Potential biological mechanisms of the effect 
of exposure to PM on birth outcomes are elevated maternal vulnerability to infections, 
increased blood pressure and heart rate, and disturbances of the pituitary-
adrenocortical-placental system (Dadvand et al. 2013; Ritz et al. 2000; Šrám et al. 2005). 
The empirical literature that investigates the effect is rapidly developing. Studying 
substantially milder conditions than what West African populations experience, 
researchers have found significant adverse effects of PM on children. For example, 
significant associations of asthma, allergies, and respiratory infections in children with 
exposure to PM2.5 are documented (Gehring et al. 2010 and MacIntyre et al. 2011). 
Also, significant associations between exposure to PM2.5 and PM10 and infant 
bronchiolitis are reported (Nenna et al. 2017). Moreover, a host of studies—extensively 
reviewed by Altindag et al. (2017), and Li et al. (2017)—show significant associations 
between exposure to PM and the key determinants of neonatal mortality, namely, the 
risks of low birth weight, preterm birth, and being small for gestational age.  
The PM literature is focused on developed nations. Little is known about the effects of 
exposure to PM on early-life health outcomes in less-developed countries, particularly 
in West African nations that regularly experience extreme levels of exposure to dust 
PM. Studies that examine the early-life health effects of exposure to Saharan SDS are 
very recent (Foreman 2018; Goyal et al. 2019; Heft-Neal et al. 2018; Heft-Neal et al. 
2019). They use reanalysis PM2.5 data and pool demographic and health survey data 
from numerous countries to examine child mortality. They generally find that an 
increase in prenatal and post-birth exposure to PM2.5 is associated with an increase in 
child mortality.  
This study investigates the effect of exposure to Saharan SDS on neonatal mortality in 
Burkina Faso. It differentiates from the others in its focus on (1) accounting for the 
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severity of SDS, (2) one country, Burkina Faso, hence, avoids the problem of 
unobserved heterogeneities across countries, (3) neonates, who are the most vulnerable 




This study used daily concentrations of particulate matters (PM2.5 and PM10) from the 
forecasts of the Multiscale Online Nonhydrostatic AtmospheRe CHemistry model, the 
NMMB-MONARCH (also known as NMMB/BSC-Dust). The mineral dust module of 
NMMB/BSC-Dust is the reference model within the World Meteorological 
Organization’s (WMO) Regional Specialized Meteorological Center with activity 
specialization on Atmospheric Sand and Dust Forecast. The NMMB/BSC-Dust model 
covers Northern Africa, the Middle East, and Europe from 1979 to 2010. The spatial 
resolution of the model is 0.5º×0.5º. The model is described, and its evaluations are 
reviewed in the Methods Appendix. Currently, the data between the mid-1994 and 1997 
contains incorrect calculations and were not used in this study. 
This study’s weather condition data were Terrestrial Air Temperature and Precipitation: 
1900–2010 Gridded Monthly Time Series, Version 3.01 (Matsuura and Willmott 2012). 
This dataset provides worldwide (terrestrial) monthly average temperature and 
precipitation at the spatial resolution of 0.5º×0.5º. The data is used and discussed in 
other research (Dell et al. 2012; Tanahte et al. 2012; Schneider et al. 2014). 
Burkina Faso children’s health microdata came from demographic and health surveys 
(DHS), provided by the DHS Program. This study focused on Burkina Faso because 
the country is among those whose population is exposed to the most extreme Saharan 
SDS according to the data from NMMB/BSC Dust model’s forecast. In addition, 
neonatal mortality in the country is one of the highest in the world (GBD 2016 Risk 
Factors Collaborators 2017). Moreover, Burkinabe women are as exposed to air 
pollution as men because of the country’s predominantly agricultural economy and the 
high rate of women’s labor force participation (World Bank 2017). Nonetheless, to our 
knowledge, there is no examination of the potential health effects of the Saharan SDS 
in Burkina Faso. From a practical point of view, Burkina Faso had the most number of 
DHS datasets that provide household geographical information and overlap with the 
coverage of the NMMB/BSC Dust data (2/1979 to 3/2010, missing 1994–1997). 
Specifically, three Burkina Faso surveys were selected for this analysis. They were 
conducted in 1993, 2003, and 2010, providing information on 5,828, 10,575, and 14,149 
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children. In the Methods Appendix, The DHS Program’s surveys’ design and this 
study’s data selection procedure are described. 
 
2.2. Measures of exposure to dust events 
The above three datasets were matched using geographical information. Then, the fully 
matched dataset was used to find temperature, precipitation, and PM levels during 
children’s prenatal and neonatal. The birth month (i.e., the calendar month in which a 
child was born) was considered as the neonatal period, and the nine months before the 
birth month was considered as the prenatal period. In the Methods Appendix, the 
reason for making the assumptions and their potential implications are discussed. Also, 
the details of processing each dataset and their matching are described.  
The presumed prenatal period was divided into three trimesters. Then, in each period, 
the number of days with PM10 concentrations beyond 10, 20, …, 500 μg/m3 as well as 
the number of days with PM2.5 concentrations beyond 10, 20, …, 200 μg/m3 were 
calculated. Each PM threshold level indicates a dust event. Formally, Four different sets 
of exposure measures were defined: 
 
PM10 measures: 
{OverxPM10bmon , OverxPM10gest} 
{OverxPM10bmon , OverxPM10t1 , OverxPM10t2 , OverxPM10t3} 
           where        x = 10, 20 , … , 500 μg/m3 
 
PM2.5 measures: 
{OverxPM2.5bmon , OverxPM2.5gest}  
{OverxPM2.5bmon , OverxPM2.5t1, OverxPM2.5t2 , OverxPM2.5t3}  
           where         x = 10 , 20 , … , 200 μg/m3 
 
where OverxPM10p is the number of days in period p with PM10 beyond x μg/m3. The 
indicator of period, p, is either bmon, gest, t1, t2, or t3, indicating the birth month, the 
entirety of gestation, trimester 1, trimester 2, and trimester 3, respectively. For example, 
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Over200PM10gest is the number of days in the presumed gestation with PM10 level 
beyond 200 μg/m3. 
 
2.3. Empirical models 
The intensity of dust concentration varied considerably during the year and across 
locations in Burkina Faso. At the peak of the storms, according to the NMMB/BSC 
Dust models’ forecasts, the difference between PM10 concentrations in high and low 
latitude grids could be as high as 500 μg/m3; the difference for PM2.5 could be as high 
as 100 μg/m3. Since the exposure measures vary across both time and place of birth, 
the difference-in-differences approach can be used to control for all confounders that 
are constant over time or place of birth (A child’s place of birth and current residence 
were assumed the same in this study because the place of birth is not reported in the 
data). This allows for identifying the effect of exposure to dust events on neonatal 
mortality. Model 1 shows our basic difference-in-differences specification: 
 
(1)   𝑁𝑒𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑐𝑚𝑡𝑔 = 𝛽. 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑔 + 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡 + 𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔 + 𝑐𝑚𝑡𝑔 
                                                                                           
in which 𝑁𝑒𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑐𝑚𝑡𝑔 is a dummy variable equal to one if child 𝑐, who was 
born to mother 𝑚 at time 𝑡 in grid (location) 𝑔, was deceased as a neonate (or in the 
month of birth) and zero otherwise. Time 𝑡 represents a season in a specific year (for 
example, spring of 1998.) The variable 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡 is the year-specific season of birth 
fixed-effect (FE). It captures all confounders that vary from one season to another but 
are the same all over Burkina Faso. This includes all the seasonal factors, as well as 
climatic, environmental, social, economic, and political conditions that were 
experienced by everyone in Burkina Faso in a specific season in a particular year. For 
example, this variable can capture a country-wide drought in any season during the 
period of study. The variable 𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔 is the FE for the grid 𝑔 that contains the place of 
birth. It controls for all confounders that vary from one grid (of birth) to another but 
do not change over our period of study. This includes grid-specific features, such as the 
geographic, climatic, environmental, cultural, economic, social, and political 
characteristics of each grid that do not change over time. For example, the fact that 




The variable 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑔 is a set of exposure measures to dust events that were 
presented in the previous section. Since it varies over both time and grid (of birth), it 
acts like the interaction of 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 and 𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑑 in the difference-in-differences 
specification. Thus, its coefficient, 𝛽, depicts the effect of an extra day of exposure to 
over x μg/m3 PM10 or PM2.5 during the birth season or a gestation period on neonatal 
mortality, the dependent variable.  
By controlling for 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡 and 𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔, the difference-in-differences approach 
accounts for all observable and unobservable confounders that vary by season but are 
constant across grids, or differ from one grid to another but are constant over time. 
Hence, it provides a robust estimate of causal effects, as long as there are no 
confounders that vary across both season and grid of birth. Nevertheless, there could 
still be confounders that vary across both season and grid of birth or confounders that 
vary by child and bias the estimates. The most important of these confounders include 
temperature and precipitation. Therefore, in Model 2, 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑔 and 
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑔 are controlled. They, respectively, are the average temperature (in ºC) 
and the average precipitation (in mm) in grid 𝑔 in periods for which dust events are 
considered. 
To increase the precision of the estimates, one can add variables at the household and 
individual levels that could be related to neonatal mortality. At the individual level, the 
most important set of variables is the mother’s characteristics. 𝑀𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑚𝑔 in Model 2 
represents this set and includes the mother’s age, age squared, age cubic, religion, 
ethnicity, education, number of children ever born, number of deceased children, 
employment, marital status, and relationship to the household head. Another set of 
individual characteristics relates to the child. 𝑂𝑤𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑔 represents this set and contains the 
neonate’s sex and birth order and a twin indicator. 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑐𝑚𝑔 in Model 2 represents 
household-level variables. In this analysis, they are an urban/rural indicator, number of 
members, number of under-five children, number of women in the household, 
mother’s partner’s education, and a set of asset-ownership variables (access to 
electricity, TV and radio ownership, floor type, toilet type, and the source of drinking 
water.) 
In addition, any possible differential seasonal effects in location characteristics (for 
example, because some locations may experience less economic activity during certain 
seasons than other locations) were controlled by the interaction of birth season (not 




(2) 𝑁𝑒𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑐𝑚𝑡𝑔 = 𝛽. 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑔 + 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡 + 𝐿𝑠𝑔 + 
                                                     𝛿. 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑔 + 𝜋. 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑔 + 
                                                     𝜇.𝑀𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑚𝑔 + 𝜔.𝑂𝑤𝑛𝑐𝑔 + 𝜃.𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑐𝑚𝑔 + 
                                                     𝑐𝑚𝑡𝑔 
 
There could still be many (time-constant) unobservable factors, particularly pertaining 
to the mother that can affect neonatal mortality. One example of such unobservable 
characteristics is the mother’s preferences for investment in health. Exclusion of such 
unobservable factors does not bias the results in Model 2 as long as they are time-
invariant, because they would be captured by the grid FEs. Nonetheless, to increase 
precision, one may want to include mother’s FE rather than grid FE to control for 
mother’s time-invariant unobservable factors. Model 3 depicts such a specification: 
 
(3) 𝑁𝑒𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑐𝑚𝑡𝑔 = 𝛽. 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑔 + 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡 + 𝜑𝑚 + 𝐿𝑠𝑔 + 
                                                    𝛿. 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑔 + 𝜋. 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑔 + 
                            𝜔.𝑂𝑤𝑛𝑐𝑚𝑔 + 𝑐𝑚𝑡𝑔 
 
in which 𝜑𝑚 is the mother’s FE. By including mother’s FE, grid FE (i.e., 𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔) drops 
out on the model. The FE model added an extra level of comparison to the analysis: it 
compared children of the same mother. Since living children of different mothers were 
at different ages, children’s age in months was also included in the vector 𝑂𝑤𝑛𝑐𝑚𝑔. The 
vectors 𝑀𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑚𝑔 and 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑐𝑚𝑔 were eliminated because of the FE structure. The 
FE model uses mothers with at least one deceased child and one living child to identify 
the effect of dust events. Nonetheless, all mothers, even those with only one child, were 
included in the FE estimation sample to have the same sample composition in all three 
models. 
Models 2 and 3 are not completely immune to the influence of confounding factors. 
For example, parents may decide to migrate to areas less prone to SDS after observing 
the effect of exposure to SDS on their first child’s health. Also, the family may migrate 
between the birth of their first and second children for economic reasons. Such 
possibilities cannot be directly checked in this analysis since families were not followed 
over time in the DHS data. The impact of not accounting for such cases, however, may 
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be small since Burkina Faso’s decennial censuses show that the percentage of the 
population in its 45 provinces remained largely unchanged from 1985 to 2017 
(http://www.insd.bf/n/). Moreover, the FE estimates should be interpreted cautiously 
because of their limited statistical power: the total number of deceased neonates in our 
FE regressions was 989; among them, about 264 were their mothers’ only reported 
birth. 
Since PM10 and PM2.5 concentration levels in Burkina Faso were strongly correlated, 
single pollutant—i.e., PM10- and PM2.5-specific—models were estimated. These 
models were estimated using linear probability rather than logit, because, in difference-
in-differences models, the coefficient of interest is the coefficient of the interaction 
term. Using linear probability, the coefficient of the interaction term (𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑔) is 
readily interpretable as the increase in the probability of neonatal mortality due to an 
increase in exposure. If the logit model is used instead, the coefficient of the interaction 
term shows the ratio of odds ratios between the treated and untreated and has a 
complicated and confusing interpretation. It is, therefore, uncommon to use logit to 
estimate difference-in-differences models. For comparison, however, logit regressions 
were estimated, and their average marginal effects were reported in the Supplementary 
Tables and Figures. In all estimations, standard errors were clustered at urban-region 
units within a province—clustering at the geographical unit controls for autocorrelation 
in data series (Bertrand et al. 2004). For brevity, Models 2 and 3 are referred to as LPM 
(Linear probability Model) and FE hereafter. 
 
3. Results 
3.1. The PM concentration in Burkina Faso 
The WHO air quality guidelines suggest below 50 and 25 μg/m3 as targets for 24-hour 
PM10 and PM2.5 concentration levels. The guidelines also recommend three interim 
targets levels: 150, 100, and 75 μg/m3 for PM10 and 75, 50, and 37.5 μg/m3 for PM2.5 
(WHO 2006). The WHO’s review of epidemiological and clinical studies showed that 
at interim target-1 (i.e., 150 for PM10 and 75 μg/m3 for PM2.5), daily dust-related 
mortality was about 5% greater than that at the target level; at interim target-2 and 
target-3, it was about 2.5% and 1.25% greater than that at the target level (WHO 2006).    
The WHO risk assessments were based on easily observed, short-term exposure to 
elevated levels of PM, whereas long-term risks are much higher (WHO 2013). In 
Burkina Faso, both the level and the length of exposure to dust are extreme. 
Supplementary Figures 1−3 show the time-series of daily PM concentration levels for 
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two selected Burkina Faso locations with usually the highest and the lowest dust 
concentration levels in the country. The location with the highest concentration is near 
the city of Kantchari at the border with Niger in the east. The location with the lowest 
concentration is near the city of Mangodara at the border with Ivory Coast in the south. 
Dust concentration in other grids usually falls between the levels in these two locations. 
The trends show that in most days during the dust season (the late November to the 
mid-March), PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations were far above even the WHO interim 
target-1. They surpassed 1,000 and 200 μg/m3 frequently and even reached as high as 
2,000 and 500 μg/m3.  
Table 1a shows the mean and median values of average PM10 by birth month. In 
winter, which largely overlaps with the dust season, even the monthly averages of daily 
PM10 concentrations went well above the WHO maximum interim target. Monthly 
average exposure levels gradually decrease for those born in spring and summer, 
reaching their lowest levels in August and September. They slowly rise during autumn. 
The number of days in which PM10 levels passed the 150 μg/m3 threshold was also 
significantly larger in winter. The mean and median numbers of such days were 14 in 
January and remained in two digits in February and March. The average mean and 
median for other months were 3.4 and 2.4 days, respectively. Table 1b presents a similar 
pattern of the birth month PM2.5 concentration. If the birth month is January, 
February, or March, the mean and median values of average PM2.5 went well above 50 
μg/m3, the WHO medium interim target. Also, in many days of the winter months, 
PM2.5 level passed 50 μg/m3 threshold: mean numbers of such days were 14, 10, and 
15 in January, February, and March, respectively.  
 
3.2. Uncontrolled analysis of observables  
Table 2 compares the number and percentage of births and deaths by birth season. It 
also compares children born in different seasons in terms of an array of characteristics 
of the weather and their mothers, fathers, and households. In winter, during which dust 
concentrations are usually the highest in Burkina Faso (Table 1), the percentage of 
births was slightly less than that in other seasons, especially in the north and south 
regions and in the capital city. Nonetheless, the rates of deaths on the first day and the 
first month after birth were very close across birth seasons.  
There was high birth-season heterogeneity in precipitation rate and some heterogeneity 
in temperature, region, mother’s and mother’s partner’s education level, mother’s 
religion and ethnicity, and household’s water source. For example, a relatively higher 
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proportion of children in the sample were born in winter in the western and eastern 
regions. Also, when the mother or her partner was more educated (i.e., completed 
primary or some secondary school education), then birth in winter was slightly less 
likely.  
Although not presented in Table 2, mothers were compared in terms of their awareness 
of the ovulatory cycles and access to contraceptive methods. Less than 20% of mothers 
were aware of the ovulatory cycle, and more than 80% of them had no access to 
contraceptive methods. This information may indicate a limited ability to plan 
conception. This and similar confounders can be captured by the mother’s FE in Model 
2.  
 
3.3. The models’ estimations 
Figures 1 and 3 show the results based on Model 2 (LPM model) for PM10 and PM2.5, 
respectively. Figures 2 and 4 report the estimates based on Model 3 (FE model) for 
PM10 and PM2.5, respectively. The horizontal axes in all these figures show various 
thresholds for PM10 and PM2.5. The vertical axes depict the number of neonatal deaths 
out of 100,000 births for every extra day in which PM levels surpassed the thresholds 
on the horizontal axes. This is the coefficient 𝛽 in Models 1−3. The vertical lines in 
these figures show the 95% confidence intervals for the estimated effects. The results 
for both LPM and FE models show that the effect of PM on neonatal mortality was 
not statistically significant at low- to mid-level concentration levels—namely, at up to 
about 60 μg/m3 for PM10 and 30 μg/m3 for PM2.5. The effect, however, becomes 
statistically significant afterward and almost linearly increasing until about 150 and 70 
μg/m3 thresholds for PM10 and PM2.5, respectively. For example, according to Figure 
1,  an extra day with PM10 levels above 170 μg/m3 in the month of birth increases the 
number of neonatal deaths per 100,000 births by 114. For higher thresholds, the size 
of the effect of an extra day of exposure during the birth month stays roughly constant. 
It becomes statistically indistinguishable from zero for pre-birth exposure. Since the 
results from models with exposure measures for the entirety and trimesters of gestation 
were very similar, the trimesters’ results are presented among the Supplementary Tables 
and Figures.  
There could be behavioral, socioeconomic, or physiochemical reasons for the fact that 
the rate of increase in neonatal mortality slowed down as dust concentration intensified. 
For example, when the dust particles’ concentrations are clearly high, common sense 
encourages pregnant women or new mothers to take extra care and protect themselves 
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and their newborns by minimizing their exposure to dust. Also, working pregnant 
women may leave their place of residence less frequently because of the possible 
slowdown of economic activities during severe SDS. In addition, the particles may form 
co-aggregates and sediment in the ground surface faster and hence, penetrate the 
respiratory system less. When the concentration is not very high, the particles—which 
are natural colloidal or even nanosized mineral dust—remain suspended in the air, apart 
from each other and might repel each other due to having a similar surface charge (Gao 
and Zhang 2002; Xie et al. 2010).  
In terms of the effect size, estimations from Model 2 show that one extra day of 
gestational and birth month exposure to an over 80 μg/m3 PM10 dust event was 
associated with an average 13 (95% Confidence Interval: -1–27) and 50 (95% CI: 18–
81) in 100,000 increase in neonatal mortality, respectively. The magnitude of the 
association reached 39 (95% CI: -4–81) and 99 (95% CI: 41–57) for one extra day of 
gestational and birth month exposure to an over 150 μg/m3 PM10 dust event, 
respectively. The size of the association even increased to 139 (95% CI: 98–180) for 
one extra day of birth month exposure to an over 390 μg/m3 PM10 dust event (Figure 
1). Higher associations were found from the FE model. The size of the corresponding 
FE associations were 57 (95% CI: 5–110) and 115 (95% CI: 21–209) for gestational and 
birth month exposure to an over 80 μg/m3 PM10 dust event, respectively. They were 
97 (95% CI: 25–168) and 182 (95% CI: 63–301) for gestational and birth month 
exposure to an over 150 μg/m3 PM10 dust event, respectively (Figure 2). The pattern 
and size of the associations from trimester estimations were consistent with those 
observed from the entirety of gestation estimations (Supplementary Figures 5 and 6). 
Noticeably, more or less, the same trend in the associations was measured for exposure 
during all three trimesters. Moreover, the results from using an alternative estimation 
method of Model 2, Logit regression, resulted in the average marginal effects that were 
very close to the marginal effects founds from the LPM (Supplementary Table 1).    
In addition, Model 2 estimates for PM2.5 show that one extra day of gestational and 
birth month exposure to an over 40 μg/m3 PM2.5 dust event was associated with an 
average 15 (95% CI: -1–31) and 59 (95% CI: 26–93) in 100,000 increase in neonatal 
mortality, respectively. The magnitude of the association reached 54 (95% CI: 1–108) 
and 125 (95% CI: 71–179) for one extra day of gestational and birth month exposure 
to an over 70 μg/m3 PM2.5 dust event, respectively. The size of the association reached 
205 (95% CI: 58–352) for one extra day of birth month exposure to an over 190 μg/m3 
PM2.5 dust event (Figure 3). Similar to the PM10 examination, higher associations were 
found from the FE model. The size of the corresponding FE associations were 43 (95% 
CI: -7–92) and 135 (95% CI: 41–229) for gestational and birth month exposure to an 
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over 40 μg/m3 PM2.5 dust event, respectively. They were 78 (95% CI: 7–149) and 179 
(95% CI: 66–292) for gestational and birth month exposure to an over 60 μg/m3 PM2.5 
dust event, respectively (Figure 4). These results were in line with those found from 
trimester and Logit model estimations (Supplementary Figures 7 and 8; Supplementary 
Table 1). 
The average PM concentration levels during gestation and birth month were also 
calculated and used as measures of exposure in the statistical models. Regardless of the 
statistical model and the PM size, an increase in the average dust concentration during 
the gestation period had no statistically significant association with neonatal mortality. 
The increase in the average PM level during the birth month was strongly associated 
with neonatal mortality in all settings (Supplementary Table 2). According to the LPM 
with the entirety of gestation exposure measure, a 10 μg/m3 increase in PM10 
concentration during the birth month was associated with 57 (95% CI: 27–86) in 
100,000 more neonatal deaths. The same with the trimester exposure measures was 61 
(95% CI: 26–95). The same size increase in PM2.5 level was associated with a much 
greater neonatal mortality, 193 (95% CI: 86–300) and 203 (95% CI: 77–329) in 100,000 
from the LPM with the entirety and trimesters of gestation exposure measures, 
respectively. For both PM10 and PM2.5, the FE estimates were about double the LPM 
estimates: 103 (95% CI: 18–188) and 378 (95% CI: 90–666) in 100,000 for PM10 and 
PM2.5, respectively, when the entirety of gestation exposure measure was used. Average 
exposure measures, however, mask important variation in PM concentration during 
gestation and birth month, as they do not account for the severity of exposure to dust 
events. Hence, they do not offer much insight into the effects of exposure to extreme 
events. In the analysis sample, 40% (35%), 15% (12%), and 8% (8%) of all children 
were exposed to over 100 (50), 200 (80), and 300 (100) μg/m3 PM10 (PM2.5) levels for 
at least 10 days in their birth month.  
To put the estimates of the potential effect of exposure to dust events in perspective, 
the association of neonatal mortality with a “10 day” exposure to a dust event was 
compared to that with other statistically significant factors. Winter-born children were 
exposed to at least 10 days with PM10 beyond 150 μg/m3 and at least 10 days with 
PM2.5 beyond 50 μg/m3, on average (Table 1). If the association of neonatal mortality 
with 10 days of exposure to a dust event can be assumed 10 times the association of 
neonatal mortality with one day of exposure to the event, then the association of 
neonatal mortality with a 10-day exposure to a dust event with PM10 (PM2.5) level 
beyond 150 (50) μg/m3 was 990 (770) in 100,000 (Figures 1 and 3). Corresponding FE 
estimates of the associations were about two times greater.  
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Among the other risk factors, twin birth had a notable association with neonatal death: 
it was associated with 8,400 (95% CI: 6,028−10,772) more neonatal deaths in 100,000 
(The number of twins in the sample is 966, about 3% of all children). Another factor 
that had a large association with the risk of neonatal mortality was birth order: a one-
unit increase in birth order was associated with 7,190 (95% CI: 6,294−8,086) in 100,000 
decreases in neonatal mortality. This finding can be related to the mother’s age. 
Mothers’ age in the analysis sample ranges from 16 to 49 years; about 60% are 30 years 
old or younger. As mothers become older and more experienced, the chance of 
neonatal death decreases. Accordingly, a one year increase in mother’s age was 
associated with 1,310 (95% CI: 630−2,010) in 100,000 decreases in neonatal mortality. 
Also, presence of one more woman in the household was associated with 1,520 (95% 
CI: 1,097−1,951) in 100,000 decreases in neonatal death, reflecting the effect of 
experience sharing and childcare assistance in a household (The average number of 
women in a household in the sample is 2.0.). If the mother was from Lobi ethnic-group, 
then her neonate had a higher chance of survival by 894 (95% CI: 484−1,484) in 
100,000 than when she was from Bobo ethnic-group (Supplementary Tables 3 and 5).     
Among the indicators of wealth, floor type had a significant association with neonatal 
mortality: the chance of neonatal death was by 820 (95% CI: 97−1,543) in 100,000 
higher in households in which the floor of the place of residence was simply nature—
which is the case for about 61% of the households in the sample—than in household 
with the floor type of asphalt, cement, parquet, ceramic, or carpet. Also, the chance of 
neonatal death was higher in male children by 784 (95% CI: 306−1,262) in 100,000 
(Supplementary Tables 3 and 5). About 51% of the children in the analysis sample are 
male. 
The associations of neonatal mortality with a twin birth, birth order, mother’s age, 
presence of other women in the household, floor type, and child’s sex were almost 
identical in PM10- and PM2.5-specific regressions. When mother’s fixed-effect was 
included, the even greater associations were found: twin birth, being a male child, and 
being the first child were respectively associated with 14,900 (95% CI: 10,098−19,702), 
11,000 (95% CI: 8,864−13,136), and 1,200 (95% CI: 359−2,041) in 100,000 more 
neonatal deaths. These results suggest that, except for twin birth and birth order, the 
risk of potential exposure to particulate matters lifted by the Saharan SDS was 
comparable to the socioeconomics and biological risks of neonatal mortality. The 
association of neonatal mortality with the mother’s education was not statistically 
significant, a seemingly surprising result. It, however, was the consequence of limited 
variation in mother’s education in the sample, more than 85% of them are illiterate, and 
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only about 4% of them have more than primary education (Supplementary Tables 4 
and 6).   
The relationship between neonatal mortality and weather characteristics was not 
consistent. The temperature and precipitation during the gestational period were 
positively associated with neonatal mortality in the LPM estimates. In the FE model, 
however, no association was found for temperature, and precipitation’s association 
transferred to the birth period (Supplementary Tables 4−6).  
Whether the association of neonatal mortality with exposure to dust events varies by 
socioeconomic and biological factors was investigated as well. In practice, dummy 
variables that indicate if a child’s birth order is 1 or 2, if the floor type is nature, and if 
the child is a male were generated. Then, they interacted with measures of exposure to 
PM10 and PM2.5 in Models 2 and 3. The exercise was not conducted for twins and 
mother’s age because the numbers of twins and the number of very young (younger 
than 19) and very old (40 or older) mothers are not large enough to render statistical 
power to the tests. The results, however, did not show that the association of neonatal 
mortality with exposure to dust events was stronger among first or second children, in 
poorer households (measured by floor type), and in male children. These results are 
consistent with the results of other studies (e.g., Currie et al. 2009 and Heft-Neal ett al. 
2018). However, differential effects of exposure to air pollutants by risk factors of 
pregnancy, such as anemia, hypertension, and eclampsia are documented in other 
research (e.g., Currie et al. 2009). Information on such complications is not available in 
the Burkina Faso data. 
 
4. Discussion 
4.1. Contents of the Saharan dust 
One key determinant of the effect of PM on health is its size. The effect on birth 
outcomes of exposure to PM2.5 (or fine particle) is usually greater than that of PM10 
(or coarse particle) since the first can reach deeper into the lungs and thus is more 
dangerous for the human health (EPA 2009). Another factor is the PM’s chemical 
composition, which is different by source (WHO 2013). The main content of deserts’ 
dust is silica (silicon dioxide), a compound of minerals with high quartz contents. 
Inhaling silica is toxic and causes severe inflammation of lung tissues, silicosis, 
bronchitis, rheumatoid arthritis, and lung cancer (Middleton 2017). Some deserts’ dust 
can also contain heavy metals and other irritating or toxic minerals such as arsenic, 
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polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and 
pesticides (Garrison et al. 2006; Soukup et al. 2012). In addition to minerals, desert dust 
contains microorganisms such as bacteria, viruses, fungi, and pollen spores, which can 
survive a global scale transport. The microbiological materials can cause or increase the 
incidence of coccidioidomycosis, meningococcal meningitis, conjunctivitis, and 
dermatological disorders, in addition to respiratory and cardiovascular diseases 
(Goudie, 2014; Perez Garcia-Pando et al. 2014a,b).  
Research examining the contents of the Saharan dust is scarce. Few small-scale studies 
show that it contains a series of bacterial and fungal genera (Kellogg et al. 2005), 
Neisseria meningitis (Thomson et al. 2009), and pesticides and heavy metals (Garrison 
et al. 2006). Exposure to such contents can potentially lead to disorders, infections, or 
inflammations in pregnant women and result in adverse pregnancy outcomes 
(Goldenberg et al. 2008; Purisch et al. 2017; Koullali et al. 2017). To our knowledge, there 
is no research on the contents of the dust that covers Burkina Faso during the 
Harmattan season.   
 
4.2. Implications of the strong correlation between PM10 and PM2.5 levels  
PM10 and PM2.5 levels in Burkina Faso during the period of this study were strongly 
correlated because of their common source and the small contribution of non-natural 
sources into the total concentration of PM in the country. To show their almost 
perfectly parallel trends, their 2004–2009 time-series at the Burkina Faso capital city, 
Ouagadougou, was graphed (Supplementary Figure 4). Also, the Pearson correlation 
coefficient for average PM10 and PM2.5 levels during both birth month and the 
gestation period was about 97%. As a result, common symptoms of perfect collinearity 
appeared in statistical analyses when both PM10 and PM2.5 exposure measures were 
included. 
The strong correlation between PM10 and PM2.5 measures, however, has important 
implications for the interpretation of the estimated associations: the measured 
associations for PM10 can be attributed to PM2.5 and vice versa. Since the association 
of neonatal mortality with exposure to PM2.5 was noticeably greater than that with 
exposure to PM10, it can be plausibly deduced that exposure to the Saharan PM2.5 was 
positively associated with neonatal mortality. Nonetheless, how much of the association 
was influenced by PM10 or if PM10 had any association with neonatal mortality cannot 
be known. In general, it may be concluded that the association of neonatal mortality 
with exposure to PM falls in the range of associations measured for PM10 and PM2.5.  
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4.3. Birth month as the neonatal period 
Because of the day of birth data limitations (explained in the Methods Appendix), the 
birth month was considered as the neonatal period. In fact, for most children, the 
neonatal period extends beyond the month of birth. If the birth month does not include 
all neonatal days, then neonatal mortality can be the result of unaccounted exposure to 
dust events in the days that fell outside the birth month. Nonetheless, this is not a strong 
assumption because the majority of neonatal deaths in this analysis had taken place in 
the first two weeks after birth—in line with what has been documented in other 
countries (Lawn et al. 2005; Lawn et al. 2010). Specifically, 87%, 74%, and 20% of all 
neonatal deaths in the study sample happened in the first two weeks, the first week, and 
the first day after birth, respectively. Therefore, for the majority of children, the birth 
month encompassed the most crucial days of the neonatal period in terms of the risk 
of death.   
In a robustness test, measures of exposure to dust events during the month after the 
birth month were included in the models—however, no statistically significant 
association between neonatal mortality and exposure to dust events during that month 
was found. Also, the size and pattern of the gestation period and birth month 
associations remained close to the original ones (Supplementary Figures 9–12). The fact 
that inclusion of the next month’s exposure measures does not affect the pattern of the 
results reduces the concern that the results are driven by unobserved confounding 
factors that are correlated with both neonatal mortality and PM concentration.  
 
4.4. Exposure during gestation 
Since the mother’s body blocks air dust pollution from reaching the fetus, neonatal 
mortality’s association with prenatal exposure to dust events is expectedly weaker than 
its association with postnatal exposure. The finding, however, must not undermine the 
importance of protecting pregnant women from exposure to SDS because the mother’s 
health condition can still influence a fetus’s growth and health even if it does not lead 
to mortality.  
Although the association of neonatal mortality with prenatal exposure to PM might be 
considered small in comparison to other factors, its association with birth weight and 
gestational age—key markers of long-term health—can be large, as documented by a 
body of literature (WHO, 2013). In fact, in Burkina Faso, during 1990 to 2016, 9.5% to 
10.5% of the burden of diseases were attributable to low birth weight and short 
gestation (GBD 2016 Risk Factors Collaborators, 2017).  
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For two reasons, the DHS data does not allow for measuring the association of birth 
weight and gestational age with prenatal exposure to dust events. First, no information 
on the length of gestation is reported in the data. Second, the reported birth weight data 
are extremely heaped, as they are based on mothers’ recall.  
 
4.5. The potential influence of other air pollutants 
In addition to the PM level, the ambient temperature and humidity change during desert 
SDS (Johnson et al. 2011; Moreira et al. 2019). Desert SDS can also change ozone (O3) 
and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) concentration (Johnson et al. 2011; Moreira et al. 2019), 
although there are studies that show their levels may remain low (Xie et al. 2005). All 
these factors can independently increase the risk of mortality (Anderson and Bell, 2009; 
Ito et al. 2005) and hence, modify the measured associations in this analysis. 
Temperature and humidity are already in this analysis. O3 and NO2, however, may not 
be significant confounders in this analysis.    
O3 and NO2 levels can be elevated during desert SDS for several reasons. One is 
biomass combustion because of forest fires or by household’s use of biomass fuel  
(Johnson et al. 2011; Moreira et al. 2019). The only available data on exposure to air 
pollutants in the household is the type of cooking fuel, provided in two of the three 
Burkina Faso DHS datasets used in this study. According to this variable, 94% of 
households used wood as their home cooking fuel. For 97%, this fuel was either wood 
or charcoal. This leaves practically no variation across the households in terms of 
exposure to the air pollutants emitted from home cooking fuel. Hence, the home fuel 
variable and its interaction with the PM exposure measures were automatically 
eliminated from the regressions by the statistical software.  
O3 and NO2 can also be generated from human economic (e.g., industrial and 
transportation) activities. The amounts of O3 and NO2 originated from economic 
activities are not likely to be substantial in West Africa (Heft-Neal et al. 2018). This 
particularly applies to Burkina Faso, where about 90% of the population works in 
agriculture, and the industrial sector is a hundred times smaller than that in Spain, which 
is partially affected by the Saharan SDS (CIA 2020; Moreira et al. 2019).  
 
4.6. Comparison to other analyses 
All recent analyses of the relationship between child mortality and the Saharan SDS 
pooled data from numerous countries. Specifically, Foreman (2018), Goyal et al. (2019), 
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Heft-Neal et al. (2018), and Heft-Neal et al. (2019) pooled data from 11, 30, 30, and 43 
countries, respectively. All the studies used child health data from the demographic and 
health surveys of The DHS Program, as did this analysis. This study, however, avoided 
pooling data from different countries for several important reasons.  
First, it introduces significant heterogeneities in the sample. The heterogeneities may 
not always be observed or controlled by country fixed-effects, especially when they are 
time-variant. Economic growth is a good example of such confounders. It varies across 
countries and over time. On the one hand, it affects the expansion (or contraction) rate 
of industries and transportation facilities, which changes PM exposure. On the other 
hand, it can affect the development of the healthcare systems, which affects neonatal 
mortality. As the number of countries increases, the number of potential confounders 
that vary across both time and space increases, and the likelihood of getting biased 
estimates rises. Confining the study to a single country significantly reduces the risk of 
such biases.  
Second, the number, size, and quality of surveys from different countries are very 
different. For example, during 1988−2010, there are 4, 3, 2, 1 survey(s) from Nigeria, 
Benin, Ivory Coast, and Sierra Leone with the total number of 46.5, 24, 6, and 5.5 
thousand under 5-year-old children. There could be political and economic reasons that 
affect the size and quality of such surveys. If these reasons are correlated with both 
exposure and mortality and vary across time and space, the results would be biased. For 
example, imagine the outbreak of a civil war dissuades authorities from collecting DHS 
in a country. Civil war can increase exposure by destroying physical barriers against dust 
events (e.g., buildings.) It can also affect neonatal mortality by the destruction of the 
healthcare infrastructure. Hence, countries would have different sample sizes for 
reasons that are correlated with both exposure and mortality. The difference in the 
sample sizes cannot be corrected with weights or any other method. Third, it will not 
be possible to draw policy for a specific country when results are from a pooled sample. 
In addition, this study differs from the other studies in how it is specially designed to 
account for the severity of dust events. First, the preferred exposure measures in this 
study are the number of days during which PM levels surpass the thresholds that 
increase from 10 to 200 and 500 μg/m3 for PM2.5 and PM10, respectively. The other 
studies used the sum or average of the PM during long pre- and post-birth episodes, 
hence, smoothened the intensity of severe dust events. Second, like Foreman (2018), 
this study focuses on West Africa, where the SDS are most severe. The other three 
studies include countries from Southern Africa and Asia as well. 
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While this study used the same source for children’s information, its source of PM data 
is different from the others. Foreman (2018) used MERRA-2 aerosol optical depth data, 
which has a spatial resolution of 0.5º×0.625º (Roland et al. 2017). Goyal et al. (2019), 
Heft-Neal et al. (2018), and Heft-Neal et al. (2019) used the PM2.5 estimates of the 
Atmospheric Composition Analysis Group at Dalhousie University (van Donkelaar et 
al. 2016). The spatial resolution of the latter is 0.01º×0.01º, substantially higher than 
0.5º×0.5º―the spatial resolution of data from the NMMB/BSC-Dust model, used in 
this analysis. The NMMB/BSC-Dust data, however, has three advantages over the data 
from the Atmospheric Composition Analysis Group. First, they provide both PM2.5 
and PM10 concentrations and hence, allow for a comparison between PM2.5 and PM10 
effects. Second, they cover a more extended period: 1979−2010, versus 1998−2014. 
Therefore, NMMB/BSC-Dust data can be matched with more DHS datasets.  Third, 
the NMMB/BSC-Dust model is certified by the United Nations (U.N.) and used by the 
WMO Sand and Dust Storm Warning Advisory and Assessment System (SDS-WAS) 
to help different countries to combat their sand and dust storm host spots and mitigate 
the impacts. The WMO and the U.N. Environment also use this model in their policy 
studies and recommendations. 
 
5. Conclusion 
This study showed neonatal mortality in Burkina Faso was strongly associated with birth 
month exposure to dust events. More research needs to be done to understand the 
extent of the early-life health impacts of exposure to the harsh Saharan SDS better. 
Also, other West African countries need to be studied separately. More detailed 
information on mothers’ behavior during SDS and indoor air pollution needs to be 
collected as well. Moreover, the quality of air pollution data needs to be improved by 
installing monitoring stations―the majority of West African countries do not have air 
pollution monitors that report to global databases (Brauer et al. 2016). If future studies 
confirm and expand the recent findings, international coordination is needed to protect 
the West African populations against the negative health impact of Saharan storms. 
Currently, such coordination is minimal, while the WMO includes West Africa among 
the regions that will experience drier weather conditions in the next decade. In the lack 
of international efforts to address the Saharan storms, domestic health policy should 
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